Abstract. Are the stellar-mass merging binary black holes, recently detected by their gravitational wave signal, of stellar or primordial origin? Answering this question will have profound implications for our understanding of the Universe, including the nature of dark matter, the early Universe and stellar evolution. We build on the idea that the clustering properties of merging binary black holes can provide information about binary formation mechanisms and origin. The cross-correlation of galaxy with gravitational wave catalogues carries information about whether black hole mergers trace more closely the distribution of dark matter -indicative of primordial origin -or that of stars harboured in luminous and massive galaxies -indicative of a stellar origin. We forecast the detectability of such signal for several forthcoming and future gravitational wave interferometers and galaxy surveys, including, for the first time in such analyses, an accurate modelling for the different merger rates, lensing magnification and other general relativistic effects. Our results show that forthcoming experiments could allow us to test most of the parameter space of the still viable models investigated, and shed more light on the issue of binary black hole origin and evolution.
Introduction
The first detection of gravitational waves (GWs) emitted by the coalescence of two black holes (BHs) of approximately 30 M [1, 2] opened the era of gravitational waves astronomy, not only by confirming General Relativity predictions, but also establishing a new way to observe and analyse the cosmos. The fact that such massive progenitors were the first ones to be detected was not expected and suggested that such events may not be uncommon. Indeed other GWs events followed [3] [4] [5] [6] and confirmed that apparently a significant fraction of the detected progenitors has masses between 20 and 40 M . Given the large mass of the progenitors, the possibility that BHs with an origin different from being the standard end-point of stellar evolution and compose a significant fraction of the dark matter regained interest [7, 8] .
The authors of Refs. [9] [10] [11] were the first to show analytically that, because of large density fluctuations in the primordial cosmic fluid, some extremely overdense regions in the primordial Universe may have overcome pressure forces and have collapsed to give birth to so-called Primordial Black Holes (PBHs). These results were later confirmed by the authors of Ref. [12] , who were the first to provide general relativistic numerical computations of PBHs formation during the radiation-dominated era. Even if the PBHs formation mechanism is unknown, many proposals have been made, including collapse of cosmic string loops [13] [14] [15] and domain walls [16, 17] , bubble collisions [18, 19] , through the collapse of large fluctuations produced during inflation [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] or even through the collapse of (interacting) dark matter clumps [25] .
Given the high interest in PBHs as dark matter candidates, a remarkable amount of different observational constraints have been obtained, including constraints coming from gravitational lensing effects [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] , dynamical effects [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] and accretion effects [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . Even if these constraints cover the whole mass range and seem to disfavour PBHs as a significant fraction of the dark matter, these results are far from being conclusive due to the variety of assumptions involved, see e.g., [47, 48] . Some mass "windows" still exist, for instance one around 10 −10 M and another 10 M , where the latter one can be probed by future GWs observatories as Advanced LIGO (aLIGO) [49] or Einstein Telescope (ET) [50] .
Despite the fact PBHs may not constitute the totality of the dark matter, it is valuable to explore different ways to determine if mergers progenitors' origin is stellar or primordial. Several proposals have been made, including testing the cross-correlation between galaxy and GW maps [51] [52] [53] , BHs binaries orbital eccentricity [54] , fast radio bursts [55] , the BHs mass function [56, 57] and merger rate [40] .
In this work we focus on developing further the cross-correlation approach suggested by the authors of Ref. [51] , who show that the statistical properties of the type of galaxy (or halo) hosting a GWs event can provide information about the system origin (stellar or primordial). In fact, in more massive halos the typical velocities are higher than those in the less massive ones (the reader can think of the virial theorem or check numerical simulations [58] ). As a consequence, it is much more probable that two PBHs form a gravitationally bound binary through GWs emission in low-mass halos, since the cross section of such process is inversely proportional to some power of the relative velocity of the progenitors. The higher velocity dispersion of high-mass halos make this process for PBHs less likely to happen. In addition, low-mass halos tend to be less luminous [59] than high-mass ones and trace more closely the dark matter distribution than high-mass halos. On the other hand the merger probability for stellar black holes is more likely to correlate with galaxies' (or halos') stellar mass, hence stellar black holes mergers tend to happen in more luminous and massive halos. Recall that star formation efficiency increases with halo mass for halo of masses below 10 12 M . It decrease for higher mass-halos but these are very rare and more closely associated to galaxy clusters rather than galaxies. We refer the interested reader to Ref. [60] and references therein.
Therefore, once a significant number of GWs coming from BHs mergers will be detected, it will be useful to correlate the corresponding events map with a map of galaxies. If the BHs progenitors were mostly of stellar origin, GWs events would be associated with massive halos, and thus would be highly correlated with luminous galaxies. On the other hand, if these progenitors were more likely to have primordial origin, GWs would come mostly from low mass halos (i.e., they would be poorly correlated with luminous galaxies). While mergers of BHs of primordial origin tend to trace the filaments (dark-matter/low mass-halos distribution 1 ) of the large-scale structure, stellar-BHs mergers tend to trace the distribution of galaxies of high stellar mass. The clustering properties of these two populations and the statistical properties the two maps are different. Low-mass halos tracing filaments are less strongly clustered than high (stellar) mass galaxies: in particular they have different bias parameters. The bias parameter governs the ratio of clustering amplitude of the selected tracer to that of the dark matter.
At the moment too few GWs events have been detected to measure the auto and cross correlation of maps of GWs events and galaxies, but during next LIGO's runs, thousands of events are likely to be detected due to the improved sensitivity. On the other hand, during the next decade a large volume of the Universe at high redshift will be surveyed thanks to several surveys, as EMU [61] , DESI [62] or SKA [63] , which we consider in the rest of the paper. Here we develop a Fisher and a ∆χ 2 analysis to forecast the ability of future surveys to accomplish this goal. We improve the treatment of Ref. [51] in different ways. Firstly, we consider both cross and auto correlation terms between our tracers (more details in section 2), whereas the latter ones were previously neglected. Secondly, our computations include all possible general relativistic effects which, as we will show, can influence the results. Thirdly, we use a theoretically-motivated PBHs merger rate without neglecting its redshift dependence. Finally, when modelling the GWs events distribution, we provide for the first time an analytic expression for the magnification bias of gravitational waves. This is a step forward in the study of the lensing of gravitational waves coming from black holes or neutron stars mergers and can provide significant insight on BHs binary formation and evolution [64] [65] [66] .
The paper is structured as follows: in section 2 we explain the methodology used in this work and introduce the multi-tracer cross-correlation formalism, in section 3 we characterize the galaxies (3.1) and GWs (3.2) tracers considered while in section 4 we present the results of the forecast. Finally we conclude in section 5.
Methodology and Galaxy-GW Correlation
Since BH-BH mergers do not have an electromagnetic counterpart, the identification of their host object is impossible even if the event is measured by more than three detectors. Because of the poor localisation in the sky of the GWs events, the GWs maps are typically very "low resolution". For this reason we approach the problem in a statistical way, by using measurements and statistical properties of their number counts. In particular, we work in harmonic space and we consider the number counts angular power spectrum, C , where only low multipoles are considered because of the maps' low angular resolution. The maximum multipole max is determined by the angular resolution θ that can be achieved: max ∼ 180 o /θ. For the aLIGO+Virgo network max = 20, once also LIGO-India and KAGRA are included, we improve the spatial resolution up to max = 50 and finally with the futuristic Einstein Telescope, max = 100 will be reached. The interested reader can check Refs. [67] [68] [69] [70] . We discuss the benefits of having higher resolution in GWs maps in section 4.2.
In the following we assume to have (tomographic) maps of GWs events and of galaxies (i.e., the tracers). The observed harmonic coefficients used to compute the angular power spectra are given by a
where s X m and n X m are the partial wave coefficients of the signal and of the noise for tracer X. We consider the noise angular power spectrum to be given only by a shot noise term N X (z i ) and we assume that the noise terms from different experiments and different redshift bins are uncorrelated, which means that
2) where δ denotes the Kronecker delta. The expectation value of the signal gives the C s [71, 72] ,
while the signal-cross-noise expectation value is given by
since we assume signal and noise to be statistically independent. Finally, the observed angular power spectrumC XY (z i , z j ) reads as
Following the notation of Ref. [73] (which is re-arranged differently than the standard way, but reflects how the public code CLASS [74, 75] is structured) and generalizing their formalism to the case of multiple tracers we can write the angular power spectrum as 6) where {X, Y } stands for the different tracers (galaxies and GWs in our case), P(k) = k 3 P (k) is the primordial power spectrum and
where we have introduced a window function 2 W (z, z i ), centered at redshift z i with bin halfwidth ∆z, the source number density per redshift interval dN X dz , and the tracer X angular number count fluctuation
In general the observed number count fluctuation receives contributions from density (den), velocity (vel), lensing (len) and gravity (gr) effects [73, 76] :
We report in appendix A the complete form of the various terms in equation (2.8) . Even if the bias parameter b X of the tracer X enters only in the density contribution ∆ den (k, z), we cannot overlook the effect of the other terms on the signal-to-noise, as sometimes done in the literature. Since the public code CLASS allows us to choose whether include or not the velocity, lensing and gravity effects in the computation of the C , we estimate the error one would introduce by neglecting these contributions in section 4.1. The reader interested in a more in general discussion on the importance of a correct modelling of an observable can check Ref. [77] . To compute the angular power spectra we extend the public code CLASS to include the possibility to have different tracers (X = Y ). We present this new version of CLASS, called Multi_CLASS, in Ref. [77] . It should be noticed that, in the case of different tracers, the angular projections are not symmetrical under the exchange of redshift z i ←→ z j , therefore, if we have n redshift bins, we have to compute n 2 different C , while for identical tracers we have to compute only n(n + 1)/2 angular power spectra. Hereafter we consider two tracers, galaxies and gravitational waves, labelled by {g, GW}. For illustrative purposes, the tracers have been divided in three redshift bins with central redshift values {z 1 , z 2 , z 3 } = {1.5, 2.5, 3.5} and bin half-width ∆z = 0.5. This choice refers to the main generic case discussed in section 4.1; in section 4.2, we also provide results for specific surveys: EMU [61] (a wide-field radio continuum survey planned for the new Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder telescope), DESI [62] (a Stage IV groundbased dark energy experiment planned to study baryon acoustic oscillations and the growth of structure through redshift-space distortions with a wide-area galaxy and quasar redshift survey), and SKA [63] (as a radio continuum survey). For gravitational waves experiments we consider aLIGO [49] (a GWs experiment which currently being developed with enough sensitivity to detect 30 M binary black holes mergers up a redhsift z max = 0.4), LIGOIndia [78] and KAGRA [79] (we also include these last two detectors as to improve event localization in the sky and thus increase the resolution of the resulting GW map) and Einstein Telescope (ET) [50] (a planned GWs detector with higher sensitivity and resolution than aLIGO).
We estimate the capability of future surveys to determine BHs mergers progenitors' origin in two different ways, one more conservative that follows the approach suggested in Ref. [51] , the other more optimal and closer to an actual data analysis but that relies on modelling well some properties of the tracers that are currently still uncertain. We perform what can be seen as a null hypothesis testing, comparing two models, one in which progenitors origin is stellar, the other in which is primordial. We assume one model as fiducial and we check if the alternative model can be differentiated from the fiducial one by computing a Signal-to-Noise ratio S/N . The null hypothesis is that the model is indistinguishable from the fiducial, which happens for low values of the Signal-to-Noise ratio (S/N 1).
The first procedure relies on a standard Fisher analysis, where we consider a parameter set {θ α }, given by the cold dark matter physical density ω cdm , the baryon physical density ω b , the angular scale of the sound horizon at decoupling 100θ s , the amplitude of scalar perturbations log 10 10 A s , the spectral index n s and an effective bias B g and B GW of galaxies and GWs, respectively 3 . More details on how we calculate the effective bias of the tracers are given in section 3. Following the authors of Refs. [80] [81] [82] , we write the upper triangular part of the covariance matrix C as
10) where the lower triangular part can be easily obtained noticing that the covariance matrix is symmetric. The covariance matrix is then used to compute the Fisher matrix elements as
where ∂ α indicates the derivative with respect to the parameter θ α and f sky is the fraction of the sky covered by (the intersection of) both surveys. Notice that, since we are not interested in the cosmological parameters but only on the GW bias, we marginalise over all other parameters, also using a prior for the six standard cosmological parameters coming from Planck 4 data [83] . In this first approach the significance for distinguishing a fiducial model (hereafter "fiducial") from an alternative one (hereafter "alternative") is given by the difference between the effective GWs bias parameters (see section 3), after marginalising over all other parameters: 12) where B GW is the effective bias defined in Equation (3.1) and σ B Fiducial GW is the Fisher-estimated marginal error on B GW .
In the second way we quantify the distance of an alternative model from the fiducial using a ∆χ 2 statistics. In our case the ∆χ 2 is given by the logarithm of a likelihood, in particular we assume a likelihood quadratic in the angular power spectra. The resulting ∆χ 2 statistics reads as
13) where the vector C contains the same data of the covariance matrix C in equation (2.10) but organized as
. . . 14) and where the Cov is a new covariance matrix, computed from angular power spectra of the fiducial model. We can associate to every element I = 1, ..., 21 of the C vector two indices (I 1 , I 2 ), corresponding to the two tracers (in a given redshift bin) that produce the angular power spectra that appear in the I th row; for instance we associate to I = 1, corresponding to C gg (z 1 , z 1 ), the couple of indices (
. Then the elements of the new covariance matrix Cov read as
where theC are those defined in Equation (2.5).
Notice that in both cases the ability to distinguish between two scenarios can differ according to which model is the alternative model and which one is the fiducial, since the covariance matrix and thus the errors depend (sometimes strongly) on the fiducial model adopted. The Fisher and ∆χ 2 methods do not have to give the same results because they are two different approximations. The Fisher approach is based on a quadratic approximation of the log-likelihood, estimating its curvature around the fiducial scenario, while the ∆χ 2 approach is based directly on the log-likelihood and assumes all other parameters are perfectly known. 
Tracers
In this section we describe the two tracers we consider in this work, galaxies and GWs. For cosmological purposes, each of these tracers is characterised by a source number density per redshift bin and square degree d 2 N X /dzdΩ, bias b X (z), magnification bias s X (z) and evolution bias f evo X (z) parameters, which will be defined in detail below. While some of these quantities are uncertain at the moment, in the following we will attempt to keep track of these uncertainty and how they may affect the final results.
In particular, the two methods presented in section 2 allow us to assess the effect of the uncertainty on the redshift dependence of the bias, in fact in the Fisher analysis case, starting from the source number density and bias, we associate to a given tracer X an effective bias parameter
over the entire redshift range [z min , z max ] of the survey, while in the ∆χ 2 statistics case, we assume that b X (z) is known. We summarize the values of the effective bias for the different tracers, scenarios and surveys in table 1. In the first case we assume that only the averaged, effective bias is the relevant quantity known well enough to be used as a model parameter, neglecting the information coming from its redshift dependence, while in the second one we are exploiting it to maximize the differences between the two models. While the procedure to obtain such quantities for galaxies is well established, in the case of GWs this is quite a new field, and an accurate modelling would involve not only the knowledge of the physics behind the merging process but also an understanding of GWs detection efficiency for mergers events detectors. For this initial investigation we have to make assumptions that may need to be revised and improved in the future. For this reason we present a step-by-step introduction in the GWs section 3.2, guiding the reader through all the details.
Galaxies
Depending on the experimental set up under consideration, we choose as luminous tracers emission-line galaxies in the redshift range [0.6 − 1.7], targeted by DESI, or star-forming galaxies, targeted by EMU and SKA in the redshift range [0.0 − 5.0]. In particular the latter will be mapped up to relatively high redshift by forthcoming radio surveys, as extensively discussed in Ref. [84] , where they dominate the total number of sources. For the generic case we use radio galaxies, as in the SKA case.
In all the three surveys we find that we can model the number density per redshift bin and square degree as
where different surveys have different parameters a 1 , a 2 , a 3 5 . For DESI we used figure 3.12 of Ref. [62] , while for EMU and SKA we used the Tiered Radio Extragalactic Continuum Simulation (T-RECS) [85] catalogue with different detection threshold (100 µJy for EMU and 5 µJy for SKA). We report in the top left panel of figure 1 the three normalized number densities.
The bias for emission-line galaxies is taken to be b g (z) = 0.84/D(z) [62] , where D(z) is the linear growth factor normalized to unity today, while the bias for EMU and SKA star-forming galaxies is modelled as [86] 
where b 0 = 0.755 and b 1 = 0.368. Following the prescription of Ref. [87] , the bias is assumed to be constant after redshift z = 3 to avoid unrealistically high values. We show the bias redshift dependence in the bottom left panel of figure 1 . The effective bias of equation 3.1 for these surveys yields B g,EMU = 0.83, B g,DESI = 1.37 and B g,SKA = 1.58.
Gravitational lensing changes the sources surface density on the sky in two competing ways [88] , by increasing the area, which in turn decreases the projected number density, but also by magnifying individual sources and promoting faint objects above the magnitude limit. These effects change the observed number density n obs in a flux-limited survey as
where n g is the intrinsic galaxies number density, s g is called galaxy magnification bias parameter and κ is the convergence [89] , namely an isotropic increase or decrease of source size, defined as κ = 1 2 ∇ 2 ψ, where ψ is the lensing potential. The change in the number of observed sources depends the value of the slope of the faint-end of the luminosity function [90] [91] [92] 
where m is the apparent magnitude, L is the intrinsic source luminosity and m lim , L lim are the maximum detectable magnitude and the minimum detectable source luminosity of the survey. The magnification bias enters in the velocity, lensing and gravity terms of equation (2.8) (see also appendix A), however its main contribution is in the lensing part, which dominates the amplitude of the signal in the cross-bin case. The reader should keep in mind that the specific value s g = 0.4 is the one associated to a compensation between the two competing effects, therefore it is the one that cancels lensing contributions. For DESI we use figure 3.11 of Ref. [62] , while for EMU and SKA we use the T-RECS catalogue [85] to compute it. We report the magnification bias parameter s g (z) in the bottom right panel of figure 1 . Finally, it should be noted that the number of galaxies does not have to be conserved as function of redshift, e.g., galaxies can form, therefore their number density does not scale as 5 For EMU we find a and magnification bias parameter s X (z) (bottom right) for galaxies and GWs. We report the GWs magnification bias parameter associated to a BHs population with monochromatic mass distribution detected by an interferometer with characteristics similar to those of ET.
a −3 , where a is the scale factor. To account for the creation of new galaxies we include also the evolution bias f evo X defined as [93] [94] [95] 
This term enters in the velocity and gravity contributions in equation (2.8) (see also appendix A). Since it appears only in subleading terms and since there are significant uncertainties in the modelling of galactic evolution, we can use in the definition of evolution bias the observed number density instead of the true one, without adding significant errors.
Gravitational Waves
The number density of detected GWs events per redshift bin per square degree can be estimated as
where T obs is the total observational time 6 , χ(z) is the comoving distance, H(z) is the Hubble expansion rate, R tot (z) is the total comoving merger rate, F detectable GW (z) is the fraction of detectable events, that depends on the Signal-to-Noise cut lim imposed at the GWs observatory. The total merger rate depends on the progenitors origin. In section 3.2.1 we consider a scenario where mergers are from PBHs; in section 3.2.2 a scenario with BHs of stellar origin. We comment in section 3.2.3 how we compute F detectable GW (z). Starting from the observed number density, we can calculate GWs evolution bias f evo GW (z) using equation (3.6). Here we should mention that the uncertainty in the total merger rate R tot is of orders of magnitude, however what enters in the calculation of the angular power spectra C XY (i.e., the signal) is the shape of
, not the global amplitude. On the other hand, the merger rate (and its normalisation) affects the signal-to-noise ratio (i.e., the error-bars): a larger number density will decrease the shot noise, improving the constraints on the cosmological parameters of interest.
Primordial Scenario
In the case where BHs have primordial origin and form a significant part of the dark matter there are at least two important processes that lead to BHs binary formation. In the late primordial formation scenario the binary forms when progenitors are already part of dark matter halos [7] and become a bound system by emitting GWs, while in the early primordial formation scenario the bound pair forms during radiation-dominated era [40, 96] . In particular, the first mechanism, effective at late times, yields merger rate compatible with those of LIGO. The second mechanism, according to theoretical estimates done in Ref. [40] , provides a preferred present-day merger rate thait is already excluded by the LIGO constraints. Nevertheless, given the large theoretical uncertainties that these estimates involve, we keep both scenarios into account, adjusting the merger rate value of the early primordial case to make it compatible with LIGO current constraints (we discuss this in more details in section 4).
In the following we focus on the late primordial scenario and we briefly review the theoretical modelling of Ref. [7] , reporting only the most important results and extending their formalism to the case where PBHs have an extended mass distribution instead of a monochromatic one. In this model, the total merger rate R tot (z) is expressed as a function of the merger rate per halo R halo as
where M halo,min , M halo,max are the minimum and maximum mass of dark matter halos and dn(M halo , z) dM halo is the halo mass function [97] . Following the notation of Ref. [48] and extending their formalism, for a completely general PBHs mass distribution, the merger rate per halo is given by
where f PBH is the fraction of dark matter composed by PBHs 7 ,
describes the shape of the mass distribution and is normalized to unity, M 1 , M 2 are progenitors masses, σ PF is the pair-formation cross section [98, 99] , v PBH is the relative velocity between two PBHs, angle brackets · stand for the average over PBHs relative velocity distribution (a MaxwellBoltzmann distribution with a cut-off at virial velocity) and ρ halo (r) is the halo radial profile which we choose to be a Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) [100] . The NFW profile is governed by the so-called concentration parameter that can be calibrated on numerical simulations [101, 102] , in turn the "typical" value of the concentration parameter depends only the halo mass and on the redshift. Since the pair-formation cross section σ PF scales as
with progenitors masses, the black holes mass dependence of the halo merger rate can be factorized as
Therefore, in the case where the two merging objects come from a monochromatic mass distribution, i.e., a Dirac delta centred at a certain value M PBH , equation (3.10) simplifies to M Monochromatic PBH = 4 5/7 , independently from where the mass distribution is centred. Since perfectly monochromatic mass distributions are unphysical, we estimate how the merger rate in this model changes when considering two popular extended mass distributions (see Ref. [48] for more details about them). We focus on Power Law distributions
characterized by an exponent γ ∈ [−1, +1], a mass range (M min , M max ) and a normalization factor N P L and on Lognormal distributions
where log µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of the logarithm of the mass, respectively. It is not possible to find an analytical result of the integral in equation (3.10) for these two distributions, however we provide in figure 2 the ratio between merger rates calculated for an extended and a monochromatic mass distribution, which is equivalent to the ratio M Extended PBH /M Monochromatic PBH between the factors calculated in equation (3.10). As can be appreciated from the figure, the ratio is always a factor few bigger than unity. This important result allows us to generalize to the extended mass distribution case (for distributions centred in the O(10) M window) conclusions we draw for the monochromatic one in section 4, just by rescaling the merger rate by some numerical factor. Furthermore, in the case of a Lognormal distribution, the ratio depends on the width of the distribution but not on the "scale" µ. 8 Since the total merger rate in equation (3.8) is dominated by low-mass halo, the choice of the minimum halo mass may have a big impact on the final result. The minimum mass is set by requiring that the small halos evaporation time is larger the Hubble time. The authors of Ref. [40] pointed out that the presence of Poisson fluctuations significantly affects the estimation of the characteristic density and velocity dispersion, increasing the initial estimate of the minimum allowed halo mass in Ref. [7] by one order of magnitude. However, still in Ref. [40] , it was also found that the total merger rate computed including Poisson fluctuations is of the same order of magnitude of that found in Ref. [7] . These results have been obtained assuming that the initial clustering of PBHs is Poissonian, however this assumption is still a matter of discussion. If PBHs are born strongly clustered, merger rate estimates could be heavily affected, see e.g., Refs. [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] .
The second scenario we consider is the early primordial formation mechanism. In this case PBHs binaries form in the early Universe and can merge in less than a Hubble time. The estimated total merger rate for this scenario is five orders of magnitude larger than the one given by the late primordial scenario, however there are several theoretical uncertainties; the interested reader can check Ref. [40] to find a broad discussion on these uncertainties. Finally we mention that other binary formation mechanisms exist, see e.g., Ref. [53] , however we do not consider them since uncertainties at play are even larger.
Let's turn our attention on the bias the GWs associated to different binary formation mechanism. If the progenitors have primordial origin, the estimates in Ref. [40] indicate that the merger rate is heavily dominated the early primordial one. In this scenario the PBHs trace the dark matter, therefore they have constant bias b GW (z) ≡ 1 and constant effective bias B GW ≡ 1. However, if primordial binaries are disrupted during the history of the Universe and the merger rate is dominated by the late primordial mechanism, then the merger events trace low-velocity dispersion low-mass halos (M halo < 10 6 M ). The bias of these halos is given by [108] 
where ν = δ sc /σ(M halo , z) is the dimensionless peak height, δ sc = 1.686 is the spherical collapse threshold and σ(M halo , z) is the root-mean-squared density fluctuation at redshift z for a smoothing scale corresponding to mass M halo in a Press-Schechter-like philosophy. Since the bias does not evolve significantly in redshift, we consider it as a constant, therefore in this second case its effective value is B GW = 0.5.
End-point of Stellar Evolution Scenario
Several authors have estimated the merger rate of BH binaries coming from stellar evolution, see e.g., Refs. [109] [110] [111] . In this work we use the prescriptions given by Ref. [111] who obtain the merger rate of stellar BH binaries by combining the Illustris cosmological simulation with population-synthesis simulations of black hole binaries. They rely on up-to-date prescriptions for stellar winds and core collapse Supernovae. In this merger rate all three populations of stars are included. We consider as our fiducial model the fiducial merger rate of figure 1 of [111] . We can model their merger rate as
(3.14)
where A = 786.0, z 0 = 3.0, z 1 = 1.8, p 1 = 4.9 and p 2 = 1.4. Other models (based on different properties of the population-synthesis simulations, using different prescriptions for Supernovae, natal kicks distribution, Hertzsprung gap stars and common envelope phase efficiency) still have approximately the same shape, but a different amplitude A. Uncertainties in this case are around one order of magnitude. We report the normalized number density of sources per redshift bin per square degree compute using this total merger rate in the top right panel of figure 1 . When progenitors of a merging event have stellar origin, they are more likely correlated with higher-mass halos that had a higher star-formation rate, therefore their bias will be the same of the galaxies under consideration, i.e. b GW (z) = b g (z), where the different bias are reported in section 3.1 and figure 1. In these cases the effective bias reads as B GW,EMU = 0.84, B GW,DESI = 1.53 and B GW,SKA = 1.85.
Gravitational Waves Signal-to-Noise Ratio and Event Detectability
We define the GW averaged 9 signal-to-noise ratio measured at a given GWs observatory as 2 . This is obtained via (see e.g., Ref. [112] ),
where f is the observed frequency, h c (f ) is the characteristic strain amplitude, S n (f ) is the one-sided noise power spectral density and f min and f max are the minimum and maximum frequencies the detector is sensible to. To be more precise, the 1/5 factor slightly depends on the characteristics of the analysed system considered, however it is usually very close to the value we have chosen [113] . The characteristic strain amplitude depends on the physical phenomenon one is interested in. In this work we consider a two body system, the merging binary, with progenitors masses M 1 and M 2 , total mass M tot and reduced mass µ r . The characteristic strain is related to its spectral energy distribution dE/df s as [114] 
where f s = (1 + z)f is the frequency of the emitted wave at the source, located at redshift z. Every merger event is characterized by three different phases, inspiraling (I), merging (M ) and ringdown (R), that correspond to the emission in three different and separate frequency ranges with different spectral energy distributions (see Ref. [114] for specific details). In the following we consider only the first two phases (inspiraling and merging) since during the third one the strain is rapidly damped. These phases are associated to the observed frequency ranges
where f m = 4100 (M /M tot ) s −1 and f r = 28600 (M /M tot ) s −1 are the so called merger and ringdown frequencies. Given that different merger phases do not share the same frequency domain, the signalto-noise ratio can be computed separately for each phase and then combined: 18) where is the fraction of the total mass emitted in GW and typically assumes values around ∼ 0.05 (this is the value we assume). The signal-to-noise ratio for the different phases are non-zero only if f min < f I up (z) and f M low (z) < f M up (z), where
(3.19) Each of the observatories we consider (aLIGO starting in the next decade and, beyond that, ET) is characterised by its sensitivity or, equivalently, by its own noise power spectral density S n (f ). The interested reader can find these details in Ref. [115] for aLIGO and in Ref. [116] for ET.
To define the fraction of detectable events F detectable GW introduced in equation (3.7), we impose 2 > lim ; following existing literature we choose the typical minimum value lim = 8. The distribution of detected signal-to-noise ratio at different redshift, that we denote with F 2 , z , expected from different BHs mass distributions is computed as follows.
In the case where the BHs have a monochromatic mass distribution, all the mergers have the same averaged signal-to-noise ratio at a given redshift, therefore in this approximation we are able to detect all the merger events up to some maximum redshift z max such that 2 (z max ) = lim . We calculate that z aLIGO max = 0.4 for aLIGO and z ET max > 5 for ET. In this case F detectable GW ≡ 1 up to the maximum redshift. For an extended mass distribution we simulate 10 5 BH mergers at different redshift with progenitors masses drawn from two Lognormal mass distributions, one narrow (σ = 0.5), the other wider (σ = 1.0), both having µ = 30.0 M . We calculate the averaged signalto-noise ratio distribution using the aLIGO [115] and ET [116] expected sensitivity. We report the probability distribution F 2 , z in figure 3 for different redshift. For the aLIGO detector details of the extended mass distribution can be relevant, in fact in both cases of narrow and broad mass distribution, a significant fraction of events may lie below detection threshold, up to half of the total events in the broad distribution case for redshift z = 0.4, corresponding to F detectable GW (z = 0.4) 0.5. However, the next generation of GWs observatories will overcome this limitation. In particular ET sensitivity will be so large that in the narrow mass distribution case all the event are detectable, therefore F detectable GW ≡ 1. In the broad mass distribution case we observe that part of the tail is below the threshold, however even at redshift z = 5 the overall effect is very small, in fact we find that F detectable GW 0.97. Since in the ET case the effect of an extended mass distribution is so small, every conclusion we draw for the monochromatic case applies also the extended one. The GW averaged signal-to-noise ratio and the distribution of detected signal-to-noise ratio as a function of redshift are also a key inputs to compute the magnification bias.
Gravitational Waves Magnification Bias
In this section we calculate for the first time the magnification bias for GWs. As for galaxies, the magnification bias contains the information on which of the two effects of gravitational lensing, explained in section 3.1, dominates. It enters in the velocity, lensing and gravity terms of equation (2.8) (see also appendix A).
In complete analogy to what has been done for galaxies in equation (3.5), we identify the galaxy apparent magnitude m with the GWs averaged signal-to-noise ratio 2 measured at a given GWs observatory. As in equation (3.5) , instead of a maximum apparent magnitude m lim , we define a minimum average signal-to-noise ratio lim = 8 to claim the detection of an event. Finally, we define the GWs magnification bias parameter as 20) where the minus sign has been introduced to preserve the interpretation of a positive or negative magnification bias parameter. Notice that instead of the averaged signal-to-noise ratio 2 one could have defined the GWs magnification bias using just the signal-to-noise ratio . In that case one should consider not only the mass distribution but also the system orientation and GWs polarization distribution. This goes beyond the purposes of this article and is left to future work.
The distribution of detected signal-to-noise ratio at different redshifts F 2 , z and different BHs mass distributions (see section 3.2.3) is the key quantity to estimate the GWs magnification bias. For a monochromatic mass distribution, all the mergers have the same averaged signal-to-noise ratio at a given redshift and we observe all the events (or none of them), hence the magnification bias parameter for a BHs monochromatic population is identically zero (s GW (z) ≡ 0.0) except in an infinitely thin redshift shell around z max .
On the other hand, for an extended mass distribution, the magnification bias parameter can be non-zero since, especially for the broad mass distribution, in fact we potentially have events above and below the detection threshold at every redshift. As shown in figure 3 and discussed in section 3.2.3, the ET sensitivity guarantees that for narrow mass distribution all events are detectable, s GW ≡ 0.0, as in the monochromatic mass distribution case. In the broad mass distribution case only few events are missed and we find s GW 0.01 at redshift z = 5. For the aLIGO case we find s GW 0.07 at redshift z = 0.4 in both cases. In general, for any given extended mass distribution, more sensitive experiments, as the ET, have smaller magnification bias parameter. Since the values of the magnification bias parameter are so close to zero, the error coming from working with a monochromatic mass distribution are subdominant with respect to other uncertainties in the modelling. Therefore we can safely extrapolate our results for monochromatic cases to extended mass distribution cases.
Results
Beside the tracer's bias, the merger rates are also poorly known, both on the observational and theoretical side, spanning several orders of magnitude and affecting the overall expected number of GWs events. After the first run of LIGO, the observational merger rate today is estimated to be [117] R LIGO today The predicted merger rate for the early primordial scenario is approximately 10 5 Gpc −3 yr −1 or even higher [118] , therefore ruling out this scenario. However, given the high uncertainties in its computation which could significantly lower this value [40] , in this work we consider a fiducial value for this scenario of
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which is consistent with LIGO constraints. Nevertheless, these uncertainties act mainly as a rescaling of the number of events, thus of the noise and of the resulting signal-to-noise ratio. We parametrize the uncertainty on the number of GWs events (3.7) by introducing a new parameter r constant in redshift. In the stellar case r reads as
where R/R Stellar today parametrizes the uncertainty coming from the chosen fiducial model in Ref. [111] . In the primordial scenarios we have
Early Primordial = T obs 10 years × R R Early Primordial today , (4.5) where in the late primordial formation scenario we have explicitly separated the contributions analysed in section 3.2, even if the dependence on the observational time T obs , the fraction f PBH of PBHs that constitutes the dark matter, the choice of PBHs mass distribution (extended or monochromatic) and the average fraction of observables events F detectable GW can be generalized also to the early primordial formation scenario. The quantity R/R Late, Early Primordial today contains any possible uncertainty related to the modelling of the merger rate that affects its overall normalisation, expressing deviations from the fiducial values of equations (4.2) and (4.3). The values r Stellar, Late, Early Primordial = 1 correspond to the merger rates reported in equations (4.2) and (4.3). To account for several theoretical uncertainties that can influence the merger rates, we provide results for a range r Stellar, Late, Early Primordial ∈ [10 −1 , 10].
Finally, we report in table 2 the details of the survey we analyse in section 4.1 and 4.2, in particular the combinations of GWs observatories and large scale structure surveys, the covered fraction of the sky, the maximum multipole, connected to the maximum angular resolution achievable (see section 2) and the redshift binning we choose.
Generic Case and Importance of Projection Effects
In this section we study a generic case to highlight the importance of projection effects. In terms of angular resolution and covered fraction of the sky, this generic case can be thought as a ET×SKA in the redshift range [1.0, 4.0] (see table 2 ).
We perform the Fisher and ∆χ 2 analyses adding one by one the effects listed in equation (2.8) to estimate their importance, in particular we consider only density and velocity contributions (den + vel case), then we add lensing (den + vel + len case) and finally gravity effects (den + vel + len + gr case). In particular we call projection effects the combination of SURVEYS COMBINATION f sky max REDSHIFT BINNING GENERIC CASE 0.75 100
ET × SKA 0.73 100 Table 2 : Prescription used for the forecast. We report the GWs observatory and the galaxy surveys, the covered fraction of the sky f sky , the maximum achievable multipole max of the GWs observatory and redshift binning. Note that we take the value max = 50 for aLIGO, because we assume that KAGRA and LIGO India will also be running, improving the source localisation and resolution of the resulting GWs events map.
the latter two, namely lensing and gravity contributions (len + gr). We refer the interested reader to Ref. [77] , where a broader discussion on the importance of the full modelling can be found. Results from the Fisher analysis, with and without a Planck prior, are reported in figure 4 , both for the stellar and primordial black holes scenarios. As expected, adding the CMB prior improves the results, lowering the value of the error σ B Fiducial GW defined in equation (2.12), due to the extra power in constraining the standard cosmological parameters. We also find lensing effects have a large impact on determining the final Signal-to-Noise and that gravity contributions barely affects the final results, since they are relevant mostly at horizon scales.
We argue here that even if projection effects (lensing, gravity) do not depend on the signal one is trying to measure -the bias in this case -their contributions cannot necessarily be ignored in a Fisher error forecast for two reasons: i) they must be included in the covariance matrix as they act as an effective source of "noise" -think of the cosmic variance contributionas such ignoring them would underestimate the resulting error, ii) they do depend on other "extra" parameters, i.e. the cosmological parameters. When marginalizing over these extra parameters, the presence of projection effects help constraining them and thus improve the overall error-bars. The interplay and balance between these two trends yields a combined effect on the resulting forecasts, which we investigate now in more details.
We show on top panels of figure 5 how the inclusion of projection effects affects the results obtained through the Fisher analysis, depending on the value of the parameter r and on the adoption of the Planck prior. In particular we appreciate that without adding Planck prior projection effects yield an improvement while adding it we observe a small degradation. This counter-intuitive result can be understood as follows. The lensing contribution does not directly depend on the bias parameter (see appendix A) but it dominates the global C signal, especially for the cross-bin angular power spectrum, acting as an effective source of "noise", since bigger C yield smaller Fisher matrix elements (see equation (2.11) ) and, consequently, a higher error σ B Fiducial GW . On the other hand, lensing effects can improve forecasts on the other (cosmological) parameters considered in the Fisher analysis, increasing the corresponding -18 - Fisher elements. In the presence of degeneracies this can lead to an improvement on the bias parameter determination. This can be seen explicitly in the top left panel of figure 5 : in the three cases, for high enough values of r, the improvement of other cosmological parameters estimates breaks degeneracies, improving the forecasts on GWs bias B GW . This is not so evident for low values of the parameter r, as the higher shot noise works against the lensinginduced improvements on cosmological parameters. We have seen that in this method the inclusion of projection effects can change the forecast errors up to a factor of 2, therefore we argue that in general they cannot simply be neglected, even if there could be situations where the change is not so significant. When using the strong Planck prior, whose Fisher matrix elements are orders of magnitude bigger than those of the clustering, the lensing improvement on cosmological parameter forecasts is not significant any more, and we observed only the increased "noise" effect on σ B fiducial GW . In the lower panels of figure 5 we observe the same effect, this time with the ∆χ 2 method. In this case cosmological parameters are assumed to be known, and thus the lensing effect does not add signal, it only increases the noise.
Forecast for Future Large Scale Structure Surveys
In this section we provide forecasts for those specific combinations of GWs observatories and large scale structure surveys given in table 2.
We report the Signal-to-Noise forecasts, obtained with both methods described in section 2, in figure 6 (stellar as fiducial model), figure 7 (late primordial as fiducial model) and figure 8 (early primordial as fiducial model). In each of these figures we show four panels: the upper ones show results coming from the Fisher analysis, while the lower ones come from the ∆χ 2 formalism. In the left panels we show bar charts obtained for different values of the parameter r at fixed maximum multipole max , while in the right panels we report the scaling of the Signal-to-Noise for different values of the maximum angular resolution when r Stellar, Late, Early Primordial = 1, corresponding to the merger rates reported in equations (4.4) and (4.5). We show that surveys covering a bigger volume (or redshift range) have can discriminate better between different models, i.e. have higher Signal-to-Noise ratios, as expected from surveys with smaller shot noise. In the case where the stellar model is assumed as fiducial, it is generally more difficult to distinguish the early primordial scenario than the late primordial, since the former has a bias (or an effective bias) closer the stellar model one. Notice also that in the cases of stellar and early primordial as fiducial, we have better Signal-to-Noise ratio than in the late primordial scenario, due to higher merger rates, thus higher number of detected sources and lower shot noise. In general we can conclude that future surveys will enable us to address questions about binary BHs mergers given enough observation time and resolution. One caveat is that this does not always happen for the aLIGO×EMU combination, which will have a Signal-to-Noise lower or very close to unity in some cases (especially if mergers come from the late primordial formation mechanism). This is due to the fact that this combination of GWs observatory and large scale structure survey can only cover a low redshift range, where the biases (or the effective biases) are very similar (see e.g., the bottom left panel of Figure 1 ) and we have an higher shot noise due to the scarce number of detected objects. 
Conclusions
The renewed interest in primordial black holes has highlighted their importance not only as a possible constituent of the dark matter but also because their existence (if confirmed) would have profound implications about the physics of the early Universe. It is therefore essential to explore new ways to discriminate between primordial or stellar origin of the black holes which mergers have been observed with laser interferometers. Beyond the standard ways to constrain the existence of stellar mass primordial black holes through lensing or the effect on cosmic backgrounds, a complementary approach is to assess whether the GWs signal from merging binary BHs we detect are produced by objects of primordial origin or not.
Here we build on the idea that the cross-correlation of galaxy catalogues with GWs (from the merger of binary BHs) maps is a powerful tool to statistically study the origin of the progenitors of BHs mergers [51] . This will be possible once the next generation of GWs detectors will provide localization of enough events to make low resolution maps. Galaxy catalogues covering a significant fraction of the sky and an overlapping redshift range are also under construction or at an advanced planning stage. Then, by measuring the bias of the halos hosting the binary BHs mergers, as well as the variation in their number counts due to lensing magnification and projection effects, we can infer the clustering properties of the progenitors of the binary BHs. Clustering properties matching those of luminous, high velocity-dispersion, high stellar-mass galaxies, would indicate a stellar origin, while clustering properties more similar to those of low-mass galaxies preferentially populating the filamentary structure of large-scale structures indicate a primordial origin. Moreover, this approach could also set constraints on the abundance of PBHs, and hence on the fraction of dark matter that can be comprised of them.
We consider different models for the binary BHs formation, accretion mechanism, merger rate and clustering properties, both for the stellar and primordial nature of the BHs. We generalize similar studies on the cross-correlation between galaxy and gravitational wave maps by performing a full multi-tracer analysis that accounts for different redshift distributions, galaxy bias evolution, magnification bias of luminous sources as well as GWs, and relativistic projection effects. To perform such analyses one need to include a variety of different quantities and physical effects that are still poorly understood. For this reason, we investigated several possible scenarios and reported our results for a wide range of values of uncertain parameters, so that our results are quite general and can be still used once some of such quantities will be better understood.
Before studying specific forthcoming experiments, we highlighted the importance of projections effects on the estimate capability of a given experiment to differentiate between different origins of BHs mergers. Then, we find that the near future combination of aLIGO×EMU would be able to address the nature of observed mergers in the case where their origin is mostly stellar or, if primordial, dominated by early binaries, due to a higher merger rate. If instead BHs have a late primordial origin, the corresponding merger rate would be too low to make it possible to distinguish this scenario from the stellar one with current observations. On the other hand, more futuristic survey combinations, such as ET×DESI or ET×SKA, would allow a real discrimination between all possible model combinations. Our results show that forthcoming experiments could allow us to test most of the parameter space of the still viable models investigated, and shed more light on the issue of binary black hole origin and evolution.
However, it is important to keep in mind some of the assumptions made in this work, that we will list below; it will therefore be important to keep refining these studies in order to have a robust model, formalism and pipeline once laser interferometers will deliver large GWs maps ready to be correlated with other datasets. Most of all, it is very difficult to understand, in the absence of full simulations, the process of binary formation and evolution of early binaries for PBHs scenarios. Related to this, another major source of uncertainty is the BHs accretion mechanism and efficiency across different cosmic epochs; estimates available in literature vary by several orders of magnitude.
In this work we considered PBHs with a monochromatic mass distribution peaked around 30M ; while we verified that our results hold when considering instead some commonly used extended mass distributions, these types of analyses will differ when considering very different mass ranges. Finally, for the stellar model, uncertainties in the star formation rate, existence and distribution of sub-halos, massive star ejections and the epoch of first star formation can as well influence conclusions drawn from the GW×LSS cross-correlation, and therefore need to be further studied. Nonetheless, we believe that the present work can contribute to further develop the new avenue of GW-LSS synergies, and that the vast range of parameters and models explored here make our results general enough to provide a realistic forecast of what this can teach us on the nature of binary BHs progenitors in the next decade.
